Thank you for fundraising for the Maryland More Than Pink Walk! We would like to acknowledge your efforts with one of the recognition gifts listed below. Donations to your fundraising page made up to 4 weeks after the event qualify you for one of these items. Recognition items are not cumulative. Fundraisers may select one item at or below the level achieved. Participants must be registered to receive a recognition gift. About 6 weeks after the event, participants will receive an email with a redemption certificate for their gift. Redemption certificates must be redeemed within 4 weeks of receipt. Once you select your item, it will be mailed to you. Komen reserves the right to substitute an item of equal or greater value.

Fundraising deadline is November 13, 2019.

**WHAT’S NEW THIS YEAR?**

- All participants will receive a KOMEN “WRAP” which will be used in the opening ceremonies.

- You must RAISE $100 to receive a t-shirt. ( Survivors will receive a t-shirt regardless of fundraising.)

- There is NO PACKET PICK-UP prior to the walk. Just check in and get your wrap (and t-shirt, if applicable), the morning of the walk beginning at 7:00 am.

- You can walk the full loop (2.5 miles), or turn around at the one mile mark!
The outer loop of Columbia Gateway Drive will remain open to traffic. The inner loop will close for the Walk. When entering Columbia Gateway Drive from the highway, pay close attention to signs and volunteers. All traffic must turn right onto the Columbia Gateway Drive outer loop. Attendees must park in general parking lots and use the shuttles. Permitted guests must drive the entire loop and turn right at 6741 Columbia Gateway Drive (by Aida Bistro). NO left turns will be permitted into the Walk Village.

Please use the following COMPLIMENTARY PARKING lot locations for directions:
• 6751 Columbia Gateway Drive
• 7021 Columbia Gateway Drive
• 7063 Columbia Gateway Drive
• 7165 Columbia Gateway Drive
• 6741 Columbia Gateway Drive*

*MUST HAVE PERMIT - Reserved for Handicap, Sponsors, Top Fundraisers, Team Tailgate and Volunteers

Each parking lot will have a designated shuttle stop. The shuttles will loop Columbia Gateway Drive continuously throughout the morning.

Once parked, a shuttle will take you to the Walk Village at 6711 Columbia Gateway Drive. The same Walk Village stop will serve as a shuttle pick up location when you wish to return to your car.

Please plan to arrive early to allow time to park and shuttle to the Walk Village.

As an official sponsor of the 2019 More Than Pink Walk, UPS is offering all Walk Participants the opportunity to CHECK THEIR BAG FOR FREE during the Walk. Participants in the Walk can safely store their items in a secure UPS vehicle to be picked up once they are finished.

From I-95, take exit 41A-41B to merge onto MD-175W toward Columbia. Continue on MD-175 for 1.8 miles and follow the exit for Columbia Gateway. Turn right onto the Columbia Gateway Drive Loop to park. Each parking lot has a designated shuttle stop. Please take a shuttle to the Walk Village.

Thank you to all our sponsors.